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4D and the war on noise (and other geophysical warfare)
I'm led to believe that during the cold war there were some interesting ideas developed that enlisted geophysics to build weapons to attack the west. However, the real geophysical war conducted daily is the war on seismic noise. This is particularly important in 4D seismic where subtle changes are often difficult to see because the changes are of similar magnitude to the seismic noise.
4D seismic or time lapse 3D is used to monitor fluid movements in a producing hydrocarbon field. The process involves recording a base 3D survey before production starts (or shortly after) and also one or more monitor 3D surveys sometime later -time is the fourth dimension.
As hydrocarbons are produced the reservoir properties change. For instance, pressure may decrease near producing wells and increase around injector wells, or oil may replace gas or water saturation may change. These changes result in small changes to the seismic response that can be observed as time and amplitude differences between the base and monitor surveys. The example in Figure 1 is from the Enfield oil field in Western Australia's Exmouth sub-basin. There are many other examples of the successful application of 4D seismic providing valuable information that resulted in better reservoir management but I find there is still reluctance to try the method in some quarters. The problem is noise which may affect the repeatability of the seismic data.
Seismic processing has many tools and perhaps the most powerful weapon in the war on noise is stacking. The modelled example of Figure 2 illustrates how a small change in seismic amplitude is difficult to see in the presence of seismic noise of similar magnitude. But, after the application of a stacking process, the noise is reduced and the 3% difference between base and monitor surveys is now apparent (Figure 3 ). This illustration may over-simplify the problem but it does show that even in the presence of strong noise a relatively small change in the seismic response (3%) can be detected and there is no need for a pessimistic approach if appropriate processing is applied. For your interest -hand contouring as art does happen. See attached example (Figure 2 ). These aeromagnetic contours are of some radiating dykes in Queensland -probably about 500 km of acquired data in this image. The reproduction here is not all that good as it is from a hand-held photo. I drew and had this framed sometime in the early 1980s and it is in my shed somewhere if it hasn't faded away. There were gridded computer contours produced for this survey and they were in places a mess and I took on the task to fix it -the varying strike directions and narrowness of the dykes couldn't be handled all that well when gridded and contoured. I must admit the computer generated images didn't look too bad as greyscale (sun angled) and full spectrum colour images although some of the dykes were just a series of bulls eyes. 
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